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Meet the demanding needs of consumers and manufacturers

High tech manufacturers build complex products made with novel parts that encompass rare raw materials 
and produced goods. Bringing these diverse sets of products to high tech manufacturing customers requires 
understanding the specific needs of the consumer market, as well as what other manufacturers need.

On the consumer side, high tech manufacturers must accommodate consumer demands for the next 
“must have” item for their homes, personal entertainment, or simply to have as a status symbol. From the 
automobile, aeronautics, and heavy equipment industries, for example, high tech manufacturers must provide 
parts and entire operating systems—systems that work seamlessly together to provide a safe and differentiated 
customer experience for automobiles, planes, or backhoe loaders slated for downstream consumerism.

That’s why high tech manufacturers need a flexible yet trusted supply chain that enables them to meet the needs of 
a varied customer set with secure and high-quality products. By doing so they can manage multiple risks, from 
failing to meet customer expectations through to minimized brand reputation due to stolen intellectual property 
flooding the market with poor quality, copycat products.

With the right technology in place, teams working across the supply chain can be confident they will have access to 
the accurate and up-to-date information they need to plan, source, make, and deliver products efficiently, while 
keeping their customers, executives, and shareholders happy.
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Enabling rapid innovation 
from planning to distribution
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Implement advanced planning capabilities with 
leading-edge technology

Once a product clears the rigorous design and testing process, 
it’s time to scale beyond the few parts needed for prototype 
development to inventory levels accommodating mass 
production. At this stage, high tech manufacturers need a plan 
to enable mass production, while maintaining high-quality 
standards, containing costs, and delivering products according 
to necessary timelines.

While humans have limited fortune-telling capabilities, 
leading-edge planning tools are available to help create a 
more accurate picture. Modern supply chain planning solutions 
possess the advanced algorithms that allow an organization’s 
planning team to capture a clearer, more granular picture of 
future demand. Using a solution that allows for configurable 
statistical forecasting allows the end user to identify shifts and 
anomalies in demand sooner in order to make implement 
adjustments that drive bottom-line impact.

Utilizing the forecast accuracy that the solution provides, 
an organization will experience significantly improved supply 
plans using tools that provide powerful constraint-based 
optimization. This gives manufacturers the ability to 
simultaneously capture interdependencies, constraints, 
and rules to deliver a best fit supply plan that also provides 
the ability to examine distribution, production, and 
procurement alternatives as needed.

Having the right plan stems from having a collaborative 
integrated business planning tool that allows key stakeholders 
to coordinate demand and supply planning processes in 
order to reconcile gaps between forecasts, capacities, and 
projections. This allows companies to synchronize 
operations and the commercial organization to drive 
growth and performance.

Supplier orchestration allows for agile production

Because manufacturers already face day-to-day pressures 
around fulfillment, delivery costs, and quick-changing trade 
laws and tariffs, delivering new products and services to 
customers is made even more challenging. Collaborating 
closely with suppliers can help ease some of these pressures. 
Suppliers can act as an extension of a manufacturer’s brand, 
which can be unsettling for high tech manufacturers who 
often work with hundreds if not thousands of suppliers for a 
particular product.

For instance, co-innovation programs between buyers and 
suppliers can expedite new product innovation and help 
empower the personalization and mass customization of 
goods. In addition, digital factory management tools can 
allow suppliers to ship finished goods direct to the final 
destination—whether it's a distribution center, store, or 
end-consumer. And quality assurance applications can 
empower quality managers to digitize processes, standardize 
audit types, rapidly identify potential issues, and capture 
performance data for immediate analysis.

Leading manufacturers recognize that significant value 
and expertise reside in their supply base. Partnering and 
collaborating with suppliers can deliver greater product 
innovation and value to customers. Collaborating early and 
often with partners to proactively orchestrate supply through a 
commerce network gives organizations real-time visibility and 
transactional updates.

This insight into network inventory along with the latest 
demand picture ensures optimal inventory and delivery 
performance. By centralizing supply management processes in 
the cloud, companies can establish a competitive advantage 
with faster sense-and-respond capabilities that help them 
deliver to customers on-time and in-full.
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On top of juggling the unique requirements of both 
consumer and business customers, the highly innovative 
nature of the high tech manufacturing industry is both a 
blessing and a curse, making this an industry rife with 
copycats and intellectual property thieves working to 
ship products quickly without doing the challenging 
research and development work or meeting the quality 
standards put in place by the initial innovators. Having a 
trusted supplier network is crucial for protecting 
proprietary innovation.



Streamlining the production process

By optimizing production scheduling, manufacturer receive the 
benefits of increase asset utilization, reduce costs, and improve 
service levels.  Modern manufacturing solutions create low-cost, 
agile supply chains by having the right enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) in place. This helps create lean, demand-driven 
supply networks that are resilient to disruptions using 
advanced supply chain practices. Organizations can then 
implement a strategic sourcing program to reduce the number 
of suppliers and eliminate complexity through parts and 
component standardization.

Additionally, it’s important for manufactures to utilize global, 
multi-site enterprise planning capabilities to synchronize supply 
processes, allowing them to lower inventory, optimize resource 
utilization, and improve customer service. Integration of a 
manufacturer’s supplier network with advanced supply chain 
collaboration capabilities that include functionality for 
vendor managed inventory (VMI), supplier managed 
inventory, consignment, kanban scheduling, just in time (JIT), 
and supply in line sequence (SILS) is critical to streamlining 
the production process.

Optimizing warehouse management 
for efficient distribution

Rising costs, increasing complexity, and expanding global 
supply chains are all intrinsically linked challenges that 
manufacturers and distributors face daily. Meanwhile, 
expanding omni-channel markets are forcing manufacturers 
and distributors to not only change how they sell to customers, 
but also redefine who their customers are.

Global expansion adds to the challenge of maintaining visibility 
into inventory, shipping, and tracking—often across borders, 
continents, and oceans. In addition to making sophisticated 
warehouse operations even more complex, this all adds to the 
challenges for manufacturers and distributors to remain 
competitive, keep costs down, and maintain profitability.

To overcome these hurdles, manufacturers and distributors 
must reevaluate how their warehouse management practices, 
processes, and systems need to change in order to improve 
warehouse productivity, visibility, and costs. By investing in 
advanced warehouse management systems (WMS), 
manufacturers and distributors can maximize product 
placement strategies, prioritize tasks, implement productivity 
standards, and increase logistics efficiency.

Additionally, manufacturers and distributors that invest in an 
advanced warehouse management solution can strengthen 
order management, increase labor productivity, and maximize 
their use of warehouse assets. As demands rise and supply 
chains grow increasingly global, companies need to drive gains 
in warehouse productivity and performance to avoid crushing 
costs. These investments also provide a greater ROI in terms of 
greater warehouse visibility, agility, and productivity—building 
the foundations for profitable growth and market success in 
hypercompetitive markets.
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Warehouse management solutions should use criteria such 
as item, location, quantity, and order information to 
manage stock. While conventional warehouse 
management systems typically concentrate on merely 
locating inventory, advanced systems manage the whole 
process of material flow: receiving, put-away, cycle 
counting, picking, replacement, packing, and shipping.



How technology helps optimize 
supply chain processes

True supply chain optimization requires global, highly available, 
highly responsible application services to manage the 
movement of materials across a network dependent upon true 
multi-enterprise agility, improved visibility, and supply chain 
performance. Cloud-based, digitally enabled solutions can be 
the foundation to creating a global network of supply chain 
partners. But to support collaboration and hand-offs between 
trading partners, organizations must be able to work with a 
wide range of systems such as ERP, WMS, supply chain 
planning, and transportation management solutions.

Minimizing information latency is crucial for creating true 
end-to-end visibility so stakeholders can make optimal 
decisions in real-time, based on trusted data that can be 
accessed, updated, and analyzed as products move from 
order, to manufacturer, to shipment, to warehouse, to 
distribution center or shelves, to customers. These 
applications will need to support a wide range of interaction 
modes, including mobile devices, AI- and machine 
learning-enabled digital assistants (for voice and process 
automation), as well as warehouse handhelds and other 
internet of things (IoT)-enabled devices for shipping and 
receiving, fleet tracking, container tracking, and more.

Software partners with wide-ranging industry-specific networks, 
and years of experiencing delivering trusted, proven solutions 
will be prime influencers in the creation and execution of the 
future of the supply chain.
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